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Abstract
The plagiophyre, granite, quartz porphyry, and "tuff" from Tsushima Islands were examined
geochronologically by fission track method.
Their geochronological ages are as follows.
Plagiophyre ……………… (18.70±1.03) Ma
Granite …………………… (14.90±0.77) Ma
Quartz porphyry ………… (14.20±0.74) Ma






























殆んどがGlycymeris cisshuensisである｡その他Dosinia (Phacoma) chikuzenensis,
























Fig. 1. Geological outline map and sampling localities (X)
in the southern area of Tsushima.
1 : Upper formation of the Taishu Group
2 '. Middle formation of the Taishu Group
3'. Lower formation of the Taishu Group and hornfels area
4 '. Plagiophyre
5 '. Quartz porphyry
6 : Rhyolite
7 '. Doleritic rocks
8 '. Granitic rocks
g: Axis of anticlimorium
10: Axis of synclinorium
ll: fault
E: Mine synclinorium
F I Goneo-Oboshiyama anticlinorium
G '. Kushi-Saho synclinorium
H: Nii anticline
I ; Kofunagoshi-Wakata synclinorium














































Table 1. Fission track dating data of plagiophyre from Tsushima.
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Table 2. Fission track dating data of granite from Tsushima.




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3. Fission track dating data of quartz porphyry from Tsushima.
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Table 4. Fission track dating data of "tuff" from Tsushima.
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Fig. 2. Expected and actual age histograms for zircon grains
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Fig. 3. Expected and actual age histograms for zircon grains
of granite from Tsushima.
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Fig. 4. Expected and actual age histograms for zircon grains
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Fig. 5. Expected and actual age histograms for zircon grains
of "tuff" from Tsushima.
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